
      Curriculum Links for Brit ish Columbia 
      for H2Whoa!   fol low-up modules  
 
	
	
KINDERGARTEN 
 
Content: V = video content  G = game show  A = Activity  M = At-Home Mission 
 

Curriculum Expectations 
Module 
1 2 

Kindergarten |  SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY (2015) 

(Applying and innovating) Take part in caring for self, family, classroom and school through personal approaches AM   

(Communicating) Share observations and ideas orally G MGA 

(Processing and analyzing data and information) Discuss observations   M 

(Questioning and predicting) Observe objects and events in familiar contexts M   
Kindergarten |  APPLIED DESIGN, SKILLS AND TECHNOLOGIES (2015) 

(Applied Design - Ideating) Add to others’ ideas   A 

(Applied Design - Ideating) Choose an idea to pursue A A 

(Applied Design - Ideating) Generate ideas from their experiences and interests   A 

(Applied Design - Making) Choose tools and materials A   

(Applied Design - Sharing) Decide on how and with whom to share their product A   

(Applied Skills) Develop their skills and add new ones through play and collaborative work   A 

Kindergarten |  ENGLISH LANGUAGE ARTS (2015) 

(Big Ideas) Playing with language helps us discover how language works.  A 
(Big Ideas) Stories and other texts can be shared through pictures and words. A  
(Big Ideas) Stories and other texts help us learn about ourselves and our families A  
(Big Ideas) Through listening and speaking, we connect with others and share our world. VGM MG 
(Create and communicate) Use language to identify, create, and share ideas, feelings, opinions, and preferences  M 
Kindergarten |  ARTS EDUCATION (2015) 

(Content) A variety of dramatic forms*    

(Communicating and documenting) Demonstrate increasingly sophisticated application and/or engagement of curricular content A   



Curriculum Expectations 
Module 
1 2 

(Communicating and documenting) Experience, document and share creative works in a variety of ways A   

(Communicating and documenting) Express feelings, ideas, stories, observations, and experiences through the arts*     

Kindergarten |  MATHEMATICS (2015) 

(Content) Addition and subtraction **   

Kindergarten |  SOCIAL STUDIES (2015) 
(Big Ideas) Our communities are diverse and made up of individuals who have a lot in common.   M 

(Content) ways in which individuals and families differ and are the same   M 

(Curricular Competency) Explain the significance of personal or local events, objects, people, or places (significance) M M 

(Curricular Competency) Acknowledge different perspectives on people, places, issues, or events in their lives (perspective) M   

Kindergarten |  CAREER EDUCATION (2015) 

(Big Ideas) Strong communities are the result of being connected to family and community and working together toward common goals. M   

(Big Ideas) Effective collaboration relies on clear, respectful communication.   A 

(Curricular Competency) Work respectfully and constructively with others to achieve common goals M   

 
*	The	theme	song,	which	students	are	encouraged	to	learn	and	perform	(invent	a	choreography),	appears	in	each	module.	
**	For	each	level,	students	are	required	to	add	up	the	points	earned	by	each	team	member	for	their	weekly	mission.	
	 	



GRADE 1 
	
Content: V = video content  G = game show  A = Activity  M = At-Home Mission 	
	

Curriculum Expectations 
Module 
1 2 

GRADE 1 |  SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY (2015) 

(Communicating) Communicate observations and ideas using oral or written language, drawing, or role-play GAM MGA 

(Evaluating) Compare observations with those of others    M 

(Evaluating) Consider some environmental consequences of their actions VGAM MG 

(Questioning and predicting) Observe objects and events in familiar contexts M   
GRADE 1 |  APPLIED DESIGN, SKILLS AND TECHNOLOGIES (2015) 

(Applied Design - Ideating) Add to others’ ideas   A 

(Applied Design - Ideating) Choose an idea to pursue A A 

(Applied Design - Ideating) Generate ideas from their experiences and interests   A 

(Applied Design - Making) Choose tools and materials A   

(Applied Design - Sharing) Decide on how and with whom to share their product A   

(Applied Skills) Develop their skills and add new ones through play and collaborative work   A 
GRADE 1 |  ENGLISH LANGUAGE ARTS (2015) 

(Big Ideas) Everyone has a unique story to share.  M 
(Big Ideas) Playing with language helps us discover how language works  A 
(Big Ideas) Stories and other texts can be shared through pictures and words. A  
(Big Ideas) Stories and other texts help us learn about ourselves and our families. A  
(Big Ideas) Through listening and speaking, we connect with others and share our world. VGM MG 
(Strategies and processes) Writing processes  A 
(Content) Story/text (elements of story, literary elements and devices, vocabulary to talk about texts)  A 
(Comprehend and connect ) Engage actively as listeners, viewers, and readers, as appropriate, to develop understanding of self, identity, and 
community VGAM MGA 
(Comprehend and connect ) Read fluently at grade level GAM GA 
(Comprehend and connect ) Use developmentally appropriate reading, listening, and viewing strategies to make meaning VGAM MGA 
(Create and communicate) Exchange ideas and perspectives to build shared understanding G MG 
(Create and communicate) Plan and create a variety of communication forms for different purposes and audiences A A 
GRADE 1 |  ARTS EDUCATION (2015) 



Curriculum Expectations 
Module 
1 2 

(Content) A variety of dramatic forms*    

(Communicating and documenting) Demonstrate increasingly sophisticated application and/or engagement of curricular content A   

(Communicating and documenting) Experience, document and share creative works in a variety of ways A   

(Communicating and documenting) Express feelings, ideas, stories, observations, and experiences through the arts* A    
GRADE 1 |  MATHEMATICS (2015) 

(Content) Addition and subtraction **   
GRADE 1 |  SOCIAL STUDIES (2015) 
(Big Ideas) We shape the local environment, and the local environment shapes who we are and how we live. VG G 

(Big Ideas) Healthy communities recognize and respect the diversity of individuals and care for the local environment. M   

(Content) Relationships between a community and its environment M   

(Content) Natural and human-made features of the local environment   G 

GRADE 1 |  CAREER EDUCATION (2015) 

(Big Ideas) Strong communities are the result of being connected to family and community and working together toward common goals. M   

(Big Ideas) Effective collaboration relies on clear, respectful communication.   A 

(Curricular Competency) Work respectfully and constructively with others to achieve common goals M   

	
	
*	The	theme	song,	which	students	are	encouraged	to	learn	and	perform	(invent	a	choreography),	appears	in	each	module.	
**	For	each	level,	students	are	required	to	add	up	the	points	earned	by	each	team	member	for	their	weekly	mission.	
	 	



GRADE 2 
	
Content: V = video content  G = game show  A = Activity  M = At-Home Mission 	
	

Curriculum Expectations 
Module 
1 2 

GRADE 2 |  SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY (2015) 

(Big Ideas) Water is essential to all living things, and it cycles through the environment. VG G 

(Content) Water conservation VGAM MGA 

(Content) Water sources including local watersheds   G 

(Applying and innovating) Take part in caring for self, family, classroom and school through personal approaches M   

(Communicating) Communicate observations and ideas using oral or written language, drawing, or role-play GAM MGA 

(Evaluating) Compare observations with those of others    M 

(Evaluating) Consider some environmental consequences of their actions VGAM MG 

(Questioning and predicting) Observe objects and events in familiar contexts M   
GRADE 2 |  APPLIED DESIGN, SKILLS AND TECHNOLOGIES (2015) 

(Applied Design - Ideating) Add to others’ ideas   A 

(Applied Design - Ideating) Choose an idea to pursue A A 

(Applied Design - Ideating) Generate ideas from their experiences and interests   A 

(Applied Design - Making) Choose tools and materials A   

(Applied Design - Sharing) Decide on how and with whom to share their product A   

(Applied Skills) Develop their skills and add new ones through play and collaborative work   A 
GRADE 2 |  ENGLISH LANGUAGE ARTS (2015) 

(Big Ideas) Everyone has a unique story to share  M 
(Big Ideas) Playing with language helps us discover how language works.  A 
(Big Ideas) Stories and other texts connect us to ourselves, our families, and our communities.  A  
(Big Ideas) Through listening and speaking, we connect with others and share our world VGM MG 
(Strategies and processes) Writing processes  A 
(Comprehend and connect ) Engage actively as listeners, viewers, and readers, as appropriate, to develop understanding of self, identity, and 
community VGAM MGA 
(Comprehend and connect ) Read fluently at grade level GAM GA 
(Comprehend and connect ) Use developmentally appropriate reading, listening, and viewing strategies to make meaning VGAM MGA 
(Create and communicate) Exchange ideas and perspectives to build shared understanding G MG 



Curriculum Expectations 
Module 
1 2 

(Create and communicate) Plan and create a variety of communication forms for different purposes and audiences A A 
GRADE 2 |  ARTS EDUCATION (2015) 

(Big Ideas) Creative expression develops our unique identity and voice. A   

(Content) A variety of dramatic forms*    

(Communicating and Documenting) Demonstrate increasingly sophisticated application and/or engagement of curricular content A   

(Communicating and Documenting) Experience, document and share creative works in a variety of ways A   

(Communicating and Documenting) Express feelings, ideas, stories, observations, and experiences through creative works**     
GRADE 2 |  MATHEMATICS (2015) 

(Content) Addition and subtraction **   
GRADE 2 |  SOCIAL STUDIES (2015) 
(Big Ideas) Local actions have global consequences, and global actions have local consequences. VGAM MG 

GRADE 2 |  CAREER EDUCATION (2015) 

(Big Ideas) Strong communities are the result of being connected to family and community and working together toward common goals. M   

(Big Ideas) Effective collaboration relies on clear, respectful communication.   A 

(Curricular Competency) Work respectfully and constructively with others to achieve common goals M   
	
	
*	The	theme	song,	which	students	are	encouraged	to	learn	and	perform	(invent	a	choreography),	appears	in	each	module.	
**	For	each	level,	students	are	required	to	add	up	the	points	earned	by	each	team	member	for	their	weekly	mission.	
	
	 	



GRADE 3 
	
Content: V = video content  G = game show  A = Activity  M = At-Home Mission 	
	

Curriculum Expectations 
Module 
1 2 

GRADE 3 |  SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY (2015) 

(Applying and innovating) Contribute to care for self, others, school, and neighbourhood through personal or collaborative approaches M   

(Evaluating) Identify some simple environmental implications of their and others’ actions VGAM MG 

(Questioning and predicting) Make predictions based on prior knowledge G G 

(Questioning and predicting) Observe objects and events in familiar contexts M   
GRADE 3 |  APPLIED DESIGN, SKILLS AND TECHNOLOGIES (2015) 

(Applied Design - Ideating) Add to others’ ideas   A 

(Applied Design - Ideating) Choose an idea to pursue A A 

(Applied Design - Ideating) Generate ideas from their experiences and interests   A 

(Applied Design - Making) Choose tools and materials A   

(Applied Design - Sharing) Decide on how and with whom to share their product A   

(Applied Skills) Develop their skills and add new ones through play and collaborative work   A 
GRADE 3 |  ENGLISH LANGUAGE ARTS (2015) 

(Big Ideas) Stories and other texts help us learn about ourselves, our families, and our communities A  
(Big Ideas) Using language in creative and playful ways helps us understand how language works.  A 
(Comprehend and connect) Engage actively as listeners, viewers, and readers, as appropriate, to develop understanding of self, identity, and 
community  M 
(Comprehend and connect) Read fluently at grade level GM GA 
(Comprehend and connect) Recognize how different texts reflect different purposes. A  
(Comprehend and connect) Use developmentally appropriate reading, listening, and viewing strategies to make meaning GAM MGA 
(Create and communicate) Exchange ideas and perspectives to build shared understanding G MG 
(Create and communicate) Plan and create a variety of communication forms for different purposes and audiences A A 
GRADE 3 |  ARTS EDUCATION (2015) 

(Content) A variety of dramatic forms*    

(Communicating and documenting) Demonstrate increasingly sophisticated application and/or engagement of curricular content A   

(Communicating and documenting) Experience, document, perform, and share creative works in a variety of ways A   

(Communicating and documenting) Express feelings, ideas, and experiences in creative ways*    



Curriculum Expectations 
Module 
1 2 

(Exploring and creating) Choose elements, processes, materials, movements, technologies, tools, techniques, and environments of the arts A   

(Reasoning and reflecting) Connect knowledge and skills from other areas of learning in planning, creating, and interpreting works for art A   
GRADE 3 |  MATHEMATICS (2015) 

(Content) Addition and subtraction **   
GRADE 3 |  SOCIAL STUDIES (2015) 
(Content) Relationship between humans and their environment VGAM MG 

GRADE 3 |  CAREER EDUCATION (2015) 

(Big Ideas) Strong communities are the result of being connected to family and community and working together toward common goals. M   

(Big Ideas) Effective collaboration relies on clear, respectful communication.   A 

(Curricular Competency) Work respectfully and constructively with others to achieve common goals M   
	
	
*	The	theme	song,	which	students	are	encouraged	to	learn	and	perform	(invent	a	choreography),	appears	in	each	module.	
**	For	each	level,	students	are	required	to	add	up	the	points	earned	by	each	team	member	for	their	weekly	mission.	
	
	 	



GRADE 4 
	
Content: V = video content  G = game show  A = Activity  M = At-Home Mission 	
	

Curriculum Expectations 
Module 
1 2 

GRADE 4 |  SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY (2015) 

(Applying and innovating) Contribute to care for self, others, school, and neighbourhood through individual or collaborative approaches M   

(Evaluating) Identify some simple environmental implications of their and others’ actions VGAM MG 

(Questioning and predicting) Make predictions based on prior knowledge G G 

(Questioning and predicting) Observe objects and events in familiar contexts M   
GRADE 4 |  APPLIED DESIGN, SKILLS AND TECHNOLOGIES (2015) 

(Applied Design - Ideating) Choose an idea to pursue A A 

(Applied Design - Ideating) Generate potential ideas and add to others’ ideas   A 

(Applied Design - Ideating) Identify key features or user requirements A   

(Applied Design - Ideating) Identify the main objective for the design and any contraints A   

(Applied Design - Sharing) Decide on how and with whom to share their product A   
GRADE 4 |  ENGLISH LANGUAGE ARTS (2015) 

(Big Ideas) Exploring text and story helps us understand ourselves and make connections to others and to the world.  M 
(Big Ideas) Using language in creative and playful ways helps us understand how language works.  A 
(Strategies and processes) Writing processes  A 
(Comprehend and connect) Recognize how literary elements, techniques, and devices enhance meaning in texts  A 
(Create and communicate) Exchange ideas and perspectives to build shared understanding G MG 
(Create and communicate) Transform ideas and information to create original texts A A 
(Create and communicate) Use language in creative and playful ways to develop style  A 
(Create and communicate) Use writing and design processes to plan, develop, and create texts for a variety of purposes and audiences A A 
GRADE 4 |  ARTS EDUCATION (2015) 

(Big Ideas) Creative expression is a means to explore and share one’s identity within a community! A   

(Content) A variety of dramatic forms*    
(Communicating and documenting) Adapt learned skills, understandings, and processes for use in new contexts and for different purposes and 
audiences A   

(Communicating and documenting) Demonstrate increasingly sophisticated application and/or engagement of curricular content A   

(Communicating and documenting) Experience, document, perform, and share creative works in a variety of ways A   



Curriculum Expectations 
Module 
1 2 

(Communicating and documenting) Express, feelings, ideas, and experiences in creative ways*    
(Exploring and creating) Choose artistic elements, processes, materials, movements, technologies, tools, techniques and environments using 
combinations and selections for specific purposes in art making A   

(Reasoning and reflecting) Connect knowledge and skills from other areas of learning in planning, creating, interpreting, and analyzing works for art A   
GRADE 4 |  MATHEMATICS (2015) 

(Content) Addition and subtraction **   
GRADE 4 |  CAREER EDUCATION (2015) 

(Big Ideas) Family and community relationships can be a source of support and guidance when solving problems and making decisions. M   

(Curricular Competency) Demonstrate respect for differences in the classroom  MA 

(Curricular Competency) Use innovative thinking when solving problems  A 
	
	
*	The	theme	song,	which	students	are	encouraged	to	learn	and	perform	(invent	a	choreography),	appears	in	each	module.	
**	For	each	level,	students	are	required	to	add	up	the	points	earned	by	each	team	member	for	their	weekly	mission.	
	 	



GRADE 5 
	
Content: V = video content  G = game show  A = Activity  M = At-Home Mission 	
	

Curriculum Expectations 
Module 
1 2 

GRADE 5 |  SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY (2015) 

(Content) The nature of sustainable practices around BC's living and non-living resources SVGAM MG 

(Applying and innovating) Contribute to care for self, others, and community through personal or collaborative approaches M   

(Communicating) Communicate ideas, explanations, and processes in a variety of ways GAM MGA 

(Evaluating) Identify some of the social, ethical, and environmental implications of the findings from their own and others’ investigations VGAM MG 

(Questioning and predicting) Make observations in familiar or unfamiliar contexts M   
GRADE 5 |  APPLIED DESIGN, SKILLS AND TECHNOLOGIES (2015) 

(Applied Design - Ideating) Choose an idea to pursue A A 

(Applied Design - Ideating) Generate potential ideas and add to others’ ideas   A 

(Applied Design - Ideating) Identify key features or user requirements A   

(Applied Design - Ideating) Identify the main objective for the design and any constraints A   

(Applied Design - Sharing) Decide on how and with whom to share their product A   
GRADE 5 |  ENGLISH LANGUAGE ARTS (2015) 

(Big Ideas) Exploring text and story helps us understand ourselves and make connections to others and to the world.  M 
(Big Ideas) Using language in creative and playful ways helps us understand how language works.  A 
(Strategies and processes) Writing processes  A 
(Comprehend and connect) Recognize how literary elements, techniques, and devices enhance meaning in texts  A 
(Create and communicate) Exchange ideas and perspectives to build shared understanding  M 
(Create and communicate) Transform ideas and information to create original texts A A 
(Create and communicate) Use language in creative and playful ways to develop style  A 
(Create and communicate) Use writing and design processes to plan, develop, and create texts for a variety of purposes and audiences A A 
GRADE 5 |  ARTS EDUCATION (2015) 

(Content) A variety of dramatic forms*    

(Communicating and documenting) Express, feelings, ideas, and experiences through the arts*    
(Communicating and documenting) Adapt learned skills, understandings, and processes for use in new contexts and for different purposes and 
audiences A   

(Communicating and documenting) Demonstrate increasingly sophisticated application and/or engagement of curricular content A   



Curriculum Expectations 
Module 
1 2 

(Communicating and documenting) Experience, document, perform, and share creative works in a variety of ways A   

(Reasoning and reflecting) Connect knowledge and skills from other areas of learning in planning, creating, interpreting, and analyzing works for art A   
GRADE 5 |  MATHEMATICS (2015) 

(Content) Addition and subtraction **   
GRADE 5 |  CAREER EDUCATION (2015) 

(Curricular Competency) Demonstrate respect for differences in the classroom  MA 

(Curricular Competency) Use innovative thinking when solving problems  A 

(Big Ideas) Family and community relationships can be a source of support and guidance when solving problems and making decisions. M   
	
	
*	The	theme	song,	which	students	are	encouraged	to	learn	and	perform	(invent	a	choreography),	appears	in	each	module.	
**	For	each	level,	students	are	required	to	add	up	the	points	earned	by	each	team	member	for	their	weekly	mission.	
	 	



GRADE 6 
	
Content: V = video content  G = game show  A = Activity  M = At-Home Mission 	
	

Curriculum Expectations 
Module 
1 2 

GRADE 6 |  SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY (2015) 

(Communicating) Communicate ideas, explanations, and processes in a variety of ways GAM MGA 

(Questioning and predicting) Make observations in familiar or unfamiliar contexts M   
GRADE 6 |  APPLIED DESIGN, SKILLS AND TECHNOLOGIES (2015) 

(Applied Design - Defining) Identify key features or potential users and their requirements A   

(Applied Design - Ideating) Choose an idea to pursue A A 

(Applied Design - Ideating) Generate potential ideas and add to others’ ideas   A 

(Applied Design - Making) Identify and use appropriate tools, technologies, and materials for production A   

(Applied Design - Making) Use materials in ways that minimize waste A   

(Applied Design - Sharing) Decide on how and with whom to share their product A   
GRADE 6 |  ENGLISH LANGUAGE ARTS (2015) 

(Big Ideas) Exploring and sharing multiple perspectives extends our thinking  M 
(Big Ideas) Exploring stories and other texts helps us understand ourselves and make connections to others and to the world.  M 
(Language features, structures, and conventions) Presentation techniques A  
(Strategies and processes) Writing processes  A 
(Create and communicate) Use writing and design processes to plan, develop, and create engaging and meaningful literary and informational texts for 
a variety of purposes and audiences A  
GRADE 6 |  ARTS EDUCATION (2015) 
(Communicating and documenting) Adapt learned skills, understandings, and processes for use in new contexts and for different purposes and 
audiences A   

(Communicating and documenting) Demonstrate increasingly sophisticated application and/or engagement of curricular content A   

(Communicating and documenting) Experience, document and present creative works in a variety of ways A   

(Communicating and documenting) Express, feelings, ideas, and experiences through the arts*     
GRADE 6 |  MATHEMATICS (2015) 

(Content) Addition and subtraction **   
GRADE 6 |  CAREER EDUCATION (2015) 
(Curricular Competency) Question self and others about the reciprocal relationship between self and community AM M 



Curriculum Expectations 
Module 
1 2 

(Curricular Competency) Use entrepreneurial and innovative thinking to solve problems A   
	
	
*	The	theme	song,	which	students	are	encouraged	to	learn	and	perform	(invent	a	choreography),	appears	in	each	module.	
**	For	each	level,	students	are	required	to	add	up	the	points	earned	by	each	team	member	for	their	weekly	mission.	
	 	



GRADE 7 
	
Content: V = video content  G = game show  A = Activity  M = At-Home Mission 	
	

Curriculum Expectations 
Module 
1 2 

GRADE 7 |  SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY (2015) 

(Applying and innovating) Contribute to care for self, others, community, and world through personal or collaborative approaches M   
(Communicating) Communicate ideas, findings, and solutions to problems, using scientific language, representations, and digital technologies as 
appropriate GAM MGA 
GRADE 7 |  APPLIED DESIGN, SKILLS AND TECHNOLOGIES (2015) 

(Applied Design - Defining) Identify key features or potential users and their requirements A   

(Applied Design - Ideating) Choose an idea to pursue A A 

(Applied Design - Ideating) Generate potential ideas and add to others’ ideas   A 

(Applied Design - Making) Identify and use appropriate tools, technologies, and materials for production A   

(Applied Design - Making) Use materials in ways that minimize waste A   

(Applied Design - Sharing) Decide on how and with whom to share their product A   
GRADE 7 |  ENGLISH LANGUAGE ARTS (2015) 

(Big Ideas) Exploring and sharing multiple perspectives extends our thinking.  M 
(Big Ideas) Exploring stories and other texts helps us understand ourselves and make connections to others and to the world.  M 
(Language features, structures, and conventions) Presentation techniques A  
(Strategies and processes) Writing processes  A 
GRADE 7 |  ARTS EDUCATION (2015) 
(Communicating and documenting) Adapt learned skills, understandings, and processes for use in new contexts and for different purposes and 
audiences 

A   

(Communicating and documenting) Demonstrate increasingly sophisticated application and/or engagement of curricular content A   

(Communicating and documenting) Experience, document, choreograph, perform, and share creative works in a variety of ways* A   

(Communicating and documenting) Express, feelings, ideas, and experiences through the arts*     

GRADE 7 |  MATHEMATICS (2015) 

(Content) Addition and subtraction **   
GRADE 7 |  CAREER EDUCATION (2015) 

(Curricular Competency) Question self and others about the reciprocal relationship between self and community AM M 

(Curricular Competency) Use entrepreneurial and innovative thinking to solve problems A   
	



	
	
*	The	theme	song,	which	students	are	encouraged	to	learn	and	perform	(invent	a	choreography),	appears	in	each	module.	
**	For	each	level,	students	are	required	to	add	up	the	points	earned	by	each	team	member	for	their	weekly	mission.	
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